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TRANSFORMATION FORMULAS FOR MULTIVARIABLE 
BASIC HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES 

T. H. Baker and P. J. Forrester 

Dedicated to Dick Askey on the occasion of his 65th birthday 

ABSTRACT. We study multivariable (bilateral) basic hypergeometric series asso- 
ciated with (type A) Macdonald polynomials. We derive several transformation 
and summation properties for such series, including analogues of Heine's 2^1 
transformation, the g-Pfaff-Kummer and Euler transformations, the g-Saalschiitz 
summation formula, and Sear's transformation for terminating, balanced 4(^3 se- 
ries. For bilateral series, we rederive Kaneko's analogue of the i^i summation 
formula, and give multivariable extensions of Bailey's 2^2 transformations. 

1. Introduction 

Multivariable basic hypergeometric series of the type studied in this paper were first 
introduced by Kaneko [16] and Macdonald [19]. They are defined as 

:=E(<-1>'V<T'-'|?^^^,<)(1.1) 
where all quantities are defined in Section 1.1. 

The q = 1 case had been studied previously by Yan [24] where several important 
properties of the hypergeometric series pFq were studied, including the Gauss (2^1) 
and Kummer (i^i) summation formulas, and the Pfaff-Kummer and Euler transfor- 
mations, and integral representations were derived (see also [22] for the Gauss formula 
with respect to arbitrary root systems). 

Kaneko [16] considered a generalized g-Selberg integral dependent on parameters 
xi,..., Xm and derived a set of m g-difference equations satisfied by such an integral. 
He then showed that the basic hypergeometric series 2^1 defined by (1.1) was the 
unique solution (satisfying certain properties) of such a system. Thus he was able 
to derive an integral representation for this 2^1 series and hence give an alternative 
proof of the g-Selberg integral [2] (see also [11, 12, 25]). He additionally derived the 
g-analogue of the Gauss formula and another integral formula, the constant term ver- 
sion of which was presented in [18, Theorem 4]. In a subsequent work [14], Kaneko 
introduced a multivariable analogue of the bilateral basic hypergeometric series r^s+i 
and derived an analogue of Ramanujan's i^i summation formula, along with a mul- 
tivariable version of the Jacobi triple product identity (which is a limiting case; see 
also [17]). 

Independently, Macdonald, in his unpublished notes [19], carried out (among other 
things) a program similar to Yan in the q = 1 case along with a multivariable version 

r$S 

ai,...,ar 

61,...,bs 
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148 BAKER AND FORRESTER 

of the Saalschutz summation formula (the summation of a balanced 3^*2 with unit 
argument), while for general 9, he derived the integral representation for the 2^1 
series and g-analogues of the Gauss and Saalschutz formulas. 

The aim of the present work is to supplement some of the existing knowledge with 
some new transformation and summation formulas in this multivariable setting (in- 
cluding the g-analogue of the Pfaff-Kummer transformation formulas, Heine's transfor- 
mation formula for the 2$i series, Sear's transformation for terminating, balanced 4^3 
series, and various summation and transformation formulas for bilateral 2^2 series), 
as well as providing alternative derivations of known results. For a comprehensive 
review of summation and transformation formulas for basic hypergeometric series in 
the one-variable case, see Gasper and Rahman's book [7]. 

We note here that many of the summation and transformation formulas involving 
multivariable basic hypergeometric series are only valid when the argument is special- 
ized to zts := (z, zt, zt2,..., zt™-1) (the exceptions being the g-binomial theorem, the 
Euler transformation of the 2$i series, and the 1*1 summation formula). 

Finally, we point out that many of the formulas presented here can be derived in 
the case q = t (the Schur polynomial case) as special cases of the very general formulas 
of Milne and co-workers (see [21] and references therein), or from those found in the 
works of Krattenthaler, Gustafson, and Schlosser [8, 23]. Also, summation formulas 
for hypergeometric systems associated with the BC root system have been considered 
by Van Diejen [4] (see also [5]). 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1.1, we set out the basic facts 
about Macdonald polynomials that we shall require. Section 2 exhibits a multivari- 
able extension of Heine's 2^1 transformations. The Euler transformation is derived in 
Section 3 from the defining difference equations for the 2^1 series. Section 4 treats 
the g-Saalschiitz formula, while the g-Pfaff-Kummer transformation for 2^1 and Sear's 
transformation for terminating, balanced 4 $3 series are discussed in Section 5. Bi- 
lateral series are studied in Section 6 where the 1*1 summation formula is derived 
using a shifted version of the multivariable Gauss summation formula, and various 
2^2 transformations are derived using two different methods. 
1.1. Notations. The Macdonald polynomials P\(x;q,t), x := (a;i,...,xn) (often 
abbreviated as P\(x) or just P\ when the context is clear) are defined as the unique 
symmetric polynomials having the expansion 

P\(x) = m\(x) + ^jT cxfim^x) 
/x<A 

(where < denotes the dominance order on partitions and m\(x) denotes the monomial 
symmetric function), which form an orthogonal basis of symmetric functions with 
respect to the inner product 

(/, g)g,t := ~ C.T. (f(x) gix-^tix)) (1.2) 

where C.T. stands for "the constant term of" in the case of Laurent polynomials 
or the corresponding contour integral otherwise, \q\ < 1, (u;g)oo •= IlSoC^ — U(f)i 
x-1 := (x^1,...,^-1), and 

l<i<j<n V'xi/xji<l)oo{txj/xii(l)oo 
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We define the quantities 

hx = Y[(l - g
flWt'W+1),        h'x = Y[(l - g-W+it'W) (1.4) 

sex sex 

where a(s) — \i — j and l(s) = A^ — i denote the arm-length and leg-length (that is, 
the number of boxes to the right of and below, but not including 5), respectively, of 
the node 5 = (i, j) in the Ferrer's diagram of A. The generalized shifted ^-factorial is 
given by (O;«)A := tn(A) IltM^qhi- Here n(A) = E^-^A, = ^ fyX'j -l)/2. 
We require two fundamental results on Macdonald polynomials, both of which can be 
found in [20]. They are the specialization formula 

PX(i,t,...,t»-l) = !£j£± (1.5) 

and the normalization with respect to the inner product (2.1) 

<*■*>■'-M^^k^"- (I-6) 

In the case t = qk where k is a positive integer, we have the explicit evaluation 
[9, 11, 25] 

(1, l)Mfc = I C.T. Ak(x) = J] k*?*-1 • (1-7) 

We note that in general 

(U),J^C.T.A„,W = n"^-^ (!,, 

where the product Aqit(x) is expanded using the g-binomial theorem 

V ^i% ,» = (^fiik. (i.9) 
n>0 (<?;<?)n (^g)c 

The identity (1.8) can be proved by applying Ismail's argument as found in [10] using 
the known result (1.7). Similarly, although the result (1.6) is derived in ref. [20] with 
the restriction t = qk, the final result remains valid for general t (see the remark on 
p. 372 of [20]). 

Further, following Macdonald [20], for a partition A, let u\ denote the evaluation 
map on polynomials in n variables which sets Xi = qXitn~l. There are no nice expres- 
sions for u\{P^) except in the cases A = 0 (since UQ{P^) = P/X(l,t,... ,£n~1) given 
above in (1.5) or more generally A = (ran) (since 'U(mn)(PM) = q^^u^P^)), Nonethe- 
less, there is a useful symmetry property for u^P^) in general, which reads 

uxiPy) _ UpjPx) 
(1.10) 

uo(P»)      uo(Px)' 

One of the fundamental results in the theory of basic hypergeometric series is the 
summation formula for a 1^0 series (1.9). This has the important multivariable gen- 
eralization (see e.g., [16, Thm 3.5]): 

1*0 
a 
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which will often be of use below. 

2. Heine's transformation formula 

A fundamental transformation formula for 2^1 series is Heine's transformation formula 

2^1 
a, b (b]q)oo(az;q)c 

2^1 
c/6, zt 

az 56 (2.1) 
(c',q)oo(z]q)c 

The utility of this formula is two-fold: iterate it twice to get the Euler transformation 
formula (see (3.1)); set z = c/ab and the 2^1 on the right-hand side of (2.1), becomes 
i</>0 which can be summed by the g-binomial theorem resulting in the Gauss summation 
formula 

(c/a; q)oo{clb\ q)^ 
2^1 

a, b   c_ 
c ]ab (c',q)oo(c/ab;q)c 

The multivariable version of Heine's formula is: 

2$1 
a'V c 

(^1~i;g)oo(a^n"t;g)oo 
11 (rfi-i; q^ztn-i; 9)00 n 2*1 

c/6, zti n—1 

azt n
_i   , or      r 1—nj.d (2.2) 

(as mentioned in the introduction, the notation zts stands for the argument (z, zt,..., 
zt™'1)). The proof of this identity follows in the same manner as the one-variable 
case, with the aid of the symmetry property (1.10). To see this, first note that setting 
Zi = 6t1~*gAi and a = c/b in the g-binomial theorem (1.11) yields 

(c^-V- ?)■ (C/M)A n^4^-E^(^)M^) (2.3) 

Thus 

2^1 
a>b:zts Tj(bt (a;q) (c/fo g)^ 

=ft SS^ E (a;^(f;g)^^i(^-)i^0(P,)%(PA) 

i=1 (ct^qUizt^qU ^     (azt^q)^    "*      )    ^^ 

which gives the result. Here we have used (2.3), (1.10), and (2.3), respectively. 
As mentioned above, upon setting z = c/abt71'1, the right-hand side of (2.2) reduces 

to a 1^0 which can be summed through the g-binomial theorem giving the Gauss 
formula 

2$1 
a, b      c 

c ' abtn-l] -n (ct1-t/lr,q)oo(ct1-t/a;q)l 

\ (ct^-i/abiqUict^q^ 
(2.4) 

Also, we can iterate (2.2) twice and obtain a version of Euler's transformation which 
is valid for the variables zts. In fact, we shall see in the next section that there exists a 
multivariable version of the Euler transformation, which is true for general argument 
z := (zi,...,Zn). 
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3. Euler transformation 

In the theory of the one-variable g-hypergeometric function 2</>i, the Euler transfor- 
mation reads 

2^1 
a,b 

\x 
(abx/c;q)c 

0&; 9)oo 
201 

c/a, c/b 
;abx/c (3-1) 

This transformation generalizes naturally to the n-variable case. 

Proposition 3.1.  With 2^1 defined by (1.1), we have 

2*1 
a, b -n Pr (a6zi/c; g). 

^      (^i;9)oo 
00 2*1 

C/a'c/b;abz/c (3.2) 

The n-variable Euler transformation (3.2) can be proved by using a theorem of 
Kaneko [16, Thm. 4.12] which characterizes 2^1 as the unique solution of a system of 
g-difference equations. To state these equations, let r* denote the g-shift operator for 
the variable Zi so that nf^zi, ...,zn) = f(zi,..., qz^ ..., zn), write 

Mz;t):=l[ 
1=1 

tZj - Zi 

Zi — Zi ' 

and define the g-derivative by 

dc/) _ (1-^)0 
dqZi (1 ~ q)Zi 

(3.3) 

Theorem 3.2 (Kaneko).  The multivariable basic q-hypergeometric series 2^1 [  '  \z\ 

as defined by (1.1) is the unique solution of the system of q-difference equations1 

Ziic - abqziMAi&t))-^ + (1 - t) ^ —^ T-—Ti^-^t)) 
JqA/i pi    q^ - tz3 

3& 

sq*iisq*,j 

as 
dqZi + {^T^ + T^ ((1" a)(1" ^ " (*n~1" a^))Zi} 

+ i^i—r^—(c"a^)^"Z. w_te, '»^(*'*))^) 

(1 - a)(l - ft)*"-1 

j= 

-5 = 0,        i = 1, ...,n, (3-4) 
(1-9)2 

subject to the conditions that S(z) is a symmetric function in zi,...,zn and S(z) is 
analytic at the origin with 5(0) = 1. 

In light of Theorem 3.2, the Euler transformation (3.2) can be proved by verifying 
that the substitution 

s = TT (abzi/c> g)oo JJ 

1This is (2.26) of [16] with the factor (1 — q) in the second term corrected to read (1 — t). 
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into the g-difference equation (3.4) implies that U satisfies the same ^-difference equa- 
tion (3.4) with the replacements 

c c abzi 
a H-> -     OH-)--     ci->c,    Zi »-»• . (3.5) 

a b c 

To perform this task, we will require the ^-differentiation product rule 

__ = _V, + M)_) (3.6) 

as well as the special summation formula [16, eqn.(2.11)] 

^ ZjAj(z;t) _ Ai(z;t) -f 

bZn Zi 1 t 
J = l J 

3^ 

n—1 
(3.7) 

Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let us now give some details of the required calculation. 
With 

_ (abzi/c\ qjoo „ m_ (abq2zi/c;q)00 

{zi',q)oo   '        * '        (^;g)oo 

straightforward use of (3.3) and (3.6) shows that 

■£-(PiV) = if^(l - abqzi/cWU + (1 - z,)(l - abqzi/c)P!'^-, (3.8) 
OqZi 1 — q OqZi 

d2 ^^ = (l-ab/cXl-abq/c)^ + (1 -ab/c)(l - z,)      at/ 

9) + -i-(l - o6/c)(l - ^)P/'|^ + (1 - «i)(l - ^)P/'S.   (3- 

Double use of (3.8) allows us to write down a similar formula for 

d2 

OqZidqZj       l    j 

Next we use these formulas to rewrite the derivatives in (3.4) with S = (HlLi ^i)^ 
and proceed to collect together terms so that the essential structure of (3.4) is main- 
tained. Thus, for example, we must collect together all terms proportional to £/, 
and show that, apart from a common factor (which is eventually canceled out), the 
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coefEcient of S in (3.4), with the substitutions (3.5), results. These terms are 

(1 — abqzi 

(1-9) 
jT^ (ft Pi)P! CZ^A^ *))(! " a6/c)(l " abq/c) 

+ (1 - t)c(l - ab/cfzi J2 -H—niMz; <)) 
j=1 QZi     IZJ 

+ (1 - afr/c)^71"1 - c+ ((1 - a)(l - b)?1'1 - (t71"1 - afig))^} 

(1 _ t)(i _ ab/c^'^^hc - abqz,) - cf^ -j^^M* + 
3= 

- (1 - a) (1 - ^r-^l - dbzi/c) 

Noting that 

;*))} 

(3.10) 

(Ai(«;t)) = Ti(f;^^Aj(«;t))> piqzi-tzj l 

we see that the summation can be evaluated according to (3.7). The expression (3.10) 
then greatly simplifies, reducing down to 

- ft/c)*"-1 

(a - «^/c)(i - «> (n^)^){-(1"a/(i(-^ (3.11) 

The factor in the curly brackets is precisely what is required to obtain (3.4) with the 
replacements (3.5). 

Similar calculations to simplify the terms proportional to the ^-derivatives show 
that the precise (/-difference equation (3.4) results with S = U and the replacements 
(3.5); the term in the parenthesis in (3.11) is a common factor which cancels out.    □ 

4. g-Saalschiitz summation formula 

A summation formula for basic hypergeometric series used in many contexts is the 
sum of a terminating, balanced 3^2 series (g-Saalschiitz formula) 

302 
, 1/, ^ q-',b,c 

e1q
1-Nbc/e^ 

(e/b',q)N(e/c]q)N 

(e',q)N(e/bc;q)N ' 

This formula follows directly by comparing coefficients of zN on both sides of the 
Euler transformation formula (4.1) (the products being expanded with the g-binomial 
theorem). This can be generalized to a multi-variable setting following the proof of 
Macdonald [19] in the q = 1 case. First, we need some preliminary results. 

Given a partition A of length £(X) < n, let A be the complement of A in the rectangle 
(Nn). That is, \i = N — An+i_i. Then it follows from the various definitions that 

(a.a\„       fn(\)an(\')-(N-l)\\\ (a;g)(iY")  (4.1) 
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Next, let f^(q^t) denote the coefficient of P\ in the expansion of P^Pw The 
following result is due to Macdonald [19], but we include the proof for completeness. 

Lemma 4.1.   We have 

^    to''"    <l,l)fc    
V-(^-1;g)^V- (4-2) 

Proof. Writing |x| := xi • • • xn, first note that 

P-x{x) = \x\NPx{x-i) (4.3) 

which follows from the characterization of the Macdonald polynomials explained in 
Section 1.1 (clearly both sides of the above equation have leading-order term m^{x) 
and also {\x\NPx{x~1)^ \x\NP^x'1))}^ = (P^1Px)ki yielding the requisite orthogonal- 
ity; see also [5] on this point). It thus follows from (4.3) that 

(PAOJO.P^X))* = {Px(x) P^x-1), l)k = (Px(x)Pfi(x), \x\N)k 

= J2fU(<i>t)(p°(x)>p(N»)(x))k = AP^mi, i)* 
(T 

The result now follows from the orthogonality of Macdonald polynomials and the 
expression (2.5) for their normalization. □ 

The last ingredient needed is the following expression for h^ due to Kaneko [17]: 

* - t*«>in (^'-^ n (ff^flw     (4•4, 

from which one obtains a relation we shall need presently, namely, 

^k - f_l\|A|*n(A)-n((JV»))   n(A')-iV|A|        (g*W"1;g)(Af'') ,, gx 

Beginning with the Euler transformation formula (3.2), expand the products oc- 
curring there with the g-binomial theorem and compare coefficients of P\{z) on both 
sides to obtain 

(a;q)\{b',q)x _ v^ (c/a;g)M(c/6;g)M(a6/c;g)y fab\ M   A 

teq)xh'x    -ft M^K \c)    WW        (4-6) 

The point here is that, in the case when A = (iVn), the sum on the right-hand side 
can be expressed as a balanced 3^2 series (the series r$5 in (1.1) is said to be balanced 

if ai - • • arqtn~1 = 61 • • • b3). Indeed, after using the expression (4.2) for fju, ' and 
expressing all quantities labeled by p, in terms of those of /JL by means of (4.1) and 
(4.5), the resulting sum over // can be simplified to yield 

(a;g)(Ar»)(&;g)(jv«)       ^ 
 .  ^ S^=2 
(c;q)(Nn)(ab/c;q)(Nn) 

q N,c/a,c/b       s (4.7) 

which is a multivariable version of the g-Saalschiitz formula. 
Note that by taking the limit a —> 0 in (4.6) and using the fact that 

ton  (fi^ft = (-Ijl/VOO 
x—*oo     x IMI 
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we have (after shifting b i-> c/b) 

(6;?)A c\IH 

which is a generalization of the Chu-Vandermonde formula (especially in the case 
A = (iVn) when the right-hand side can be expressed as a terminating 2$i) that we 
shall need subsequently. 

5.  Other transformation formulae 

One of the simplest transformations where the simple n = 1 proof must be rethought 
is the Pfaff-Kummer transformation 

fa 291 
a, b _ (az;q)c 

This is a g-analogue of the classical relation 

a, b 

2^2 
a, c/bm 

c,az' 
bz 

2*1 = (i-zra
2F1 

a,c — b     z 
c z-1 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

Indeed, it can be shown, using the 2^1 integral representation [19] or the defining set 
of m partial differential equations [15, 24], that the multivariable analogue of (5.2) 
holds in its full generality: 

2^1 
a, 6 =n(i-zi)-

a
2^i 

i=l 

a,c — b     z 
c z-1 

This is not possible in the multivariable version of (5.1); however, for the restricted ar- 
gument zt6, such a formula can be derived via a suitable modification of the argument 
in [7]. 

The key step is to establish the identity 

n(aztn~t;g)00      (q;g)M /p \ _ ST^M^-biX) (^g)*,.. /p \ ji/| fX /r ON 

for then it follows, from the Chu-Vandermonde formula (4.8), that 

2*1 
a>b;zt6 

c 

-n (o**"-*;?) 00 2*2 
a,cib-i;bzts 

c,aztn  1' 
(5.4) 

11   (ztn-ijg)^ 

which is the multi-variable version of the Pfaff-Kummer transformation formula. It 
thus remains to prove (5.3). This identity is, in fact, a special case of the more general 
identity: 

Lemma 5.1. 

cr,H K (P;q)fi KM 
(czxtn-i;q)tx(azxtn-i;q)lx       (ax;q)\ 

11    (bt^qUizxt^-^q)^     (azxtn-1;q)x 
xwPx(t5) 
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provided b — aczxf1'1. 

Proof. Let S denote the summation side of the above equation. Note that from the 
definition of the generalized ^-factorials and the g-binomial theorem, we can write 

It follows that 

(5.5) 

where we also have used the symmetry property (1.10) for Macdonald polynomials. 
Now, from the definition of the coefficients /;^(g,£) and the g-binomial theorem, it 
also follows that 

E^«,<...>^w>-*(n^i^A<.>). 
Using this result in (5.5) gives 

S = f\ (atl~ii^^(czxtn~i^9)cx> 

n"   (a^1-'; q)0O(czxtn-i; q)^   M       s 

i=1 (bt'-i;q)oo(zxt^;q)00
X   ^ ; 

where again, we have used the symmetry property (1.10). The crucial point now is 
that if b = aczxt71-1, then the sum over r can be carried out using the g-binomial 
theorem again, i.e., 

^      \        K n 7      1A   (at1-; (7)00    (azxtn-i;q)x 

Using this in (5.6) gives the required result. D 

Remark 1. When A = 0, this identity reduces to the Gauss formula (2.4), and thus 
can be considered a "shifted" version of the Gauss theorem. 

Remark 2. The identity (5.3) is simply the case 6 = c = 0, a; = lof the above lemma. 

5.1. Sear's 4^3 transformation. A final application of the g-Saalschiitz formulas 
(4.6) and (4.7) is in deriving a multivariable analogue of Sear's transformation of a 
terminating, balanced 4^3 series (see [7, eq. (3.2.1)]. Following the proof given in [7, 
Ex. 2.4], it suffices to write the product of two specific 2^1 series in two different ways 
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and compare coefficients of the Macdonald polynomial P(Nn)(z) in each case. Indeed, 
the coefficient of P(Nn)(z) in the product 

P:=2$ 2^1 
a, b 

\z 2$1 abde/c'   c 

can be seen to be 

(a;g)(jvn)(&;g)(jvn) 

{c'iq)(N")h[Nn 
4*3 f-y-^a-1, tn-1q1-Nb-\ abde/c'ql (5.7) 

where one must use the expression for /^    (Q',^) given in (4.2), along with (4.1) and 
(4.5). On the other hand, we have by Euler's transformation (3.2): 

^=n (zi,<i)c 
L {abzi/c; q)^ 

2*1 
abe/c, abd/c 

abde/c    ' 2*1 
a, b 

\z (5.8) 

Expanding this using the g-binomial theorem and then examining the coefficient of 
P(ivn)(^), it follows from use of (4.1), (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6) that the coefficient of 

P(jv-n)(^) in (5.8) is 

a6\n    (c/q;g)(jvn)(c/6;g)(jvn) q-N,tn-1q1-Nc-\abe/c1abd/c     m    5 
.n-l„l-N„„-l  j.n-l„l-Nu„-l ac^it^q^bc-^abde/c 

iqt0 

(5.9) 

Comparing (5.7) and (5.9) yields the multivariable analogue of Sear's transformation 

4*3 

JV  j.n-l^l-N^-1 ',* c    ,d,e 
4.n-l„l-N„-l  +n-l„l-Nh-l a-\tn-1q1-Nb-1,abde/c 

■,qtd -?) 
nJV 

(c/a;g)(jy»)(c/6;g)(jyn) 

(a;g)(7vr™)(&;g)(iv™) 

q'N ,tn-1q1-Nc-1, abe/c, abd/c    _  ^ 
fn-i?i-ivac-i +n-l/,l-Ar ,tn-1g1-JV6c-1,aMe/c;9* 

.    (5.10) 

6. Bilateral series 

We now turn our attention to bilateral basic hypergeometric series. The key point is 
that by using the following property of the Macdonald polynomials [20] 

\x\a Px(x) = Px+a(x),        a e Z,        |x| := xi • (6.1) 

where A + a := (Ai + a,..., An + a), one can define Macdonald polynomials for all 
n-tuples A with Ai > A2 > • • • > An where A^ G Z, namely, if An < 0, then P\(x) = 
\x\XnP\-\n(x). Denote the set of such partitions as V and those with nonnegative 
entries as P+. 

It also follows from (6.1) and the definition of the inner product on the space of 
Macdonald polynomials that, for any A £ P+ and any a, we have (|#|aP\?P/z)fc = 
(P\, \x\~aPfl}ki and it follows that we can extend the definition of the inner product 
to polynomials PA for all A G P, and that they remain orthogonal, i.e., 

(P\,Pn)k = 5xn(P\-\n,P\-\n)k • 
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Following Kaneko [14], define the multivariable bilateral hypergeometric series by 

ai,.. .,ar 
r*H-l 6,6i,...,6s

5 
nn   (bf  1]q)oo(q;q)c 

V ((-DMa^'A3^    (gtW"1^)A(fli;g)A"-(flr;g)A   p()       (6 2) 

AGP 

For An < 0, the above factorial symbols (a)^ must be interpreted according to 

ii (aqW-^q)^ 

and ft^ is interpreted according to (4.4). 

6.1. Kaneko's 1*1 summation formula. In [14], Kaneko gave a simple argument 
for the summation of a i^i series, following Ismail's argument for the one-variable 
case [10]. Here, we give an alternative proof following Andrew's argument in the 
one-variable case [1] which uses the Gauss theorem. 

Theorem 6.1 (Kaneko). For \b/a\ < \xi\ < 1 for all i = 1,... ,7i, we have 

(ox*; q)oo(q/aXi; q)00(bti-1/a; q)^] q)oo 
1*1 iJi  feq)oo{b/aXi\q)oo(qti-1/a;q)oc(b)q)c 

(6.3) 

Proof. We have from the g-binomial theorem that 

^i (q/Q>Xi',q)oo 1 
,; x 

njbt*  1;q)oc(q;q) 

11 (qtt-i-iqtoofaqtoo 

(b/q;q)cr {q\\'\     (qt71-1^)^ *5^(TiM!kp^p^ (Tev+ 

We need to expand P(r(x~1)PtJL(x) in terms of Macdonald polynomials. Suppose 

Ae-P 

Prom the orthogonality of {P\}\e-p, we have that 

(Pv-^ix^Pv-u^x))^ = (PM(x),P(T(a;-
1)PM(x))fe 

= (Pv-Vn{x)P*(*),Pr->n(*))k- 

Since both a and i/ — vn 6 P+, then d^ is nonzero only for all // such that fjb—unE V+. 
Thus, 

{Pv-VnlPv-Vrx/k 

fl/l — Vn fJ' — ^n1 

Ju-un,cr T ,, 
V>-Vn %-»„ (qt71-1'^)^-^71^)^-^ 
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Thus, we have 

a yr (&/axz;g)oo(M)oo   ^ 
U1X 

"iifaFM^:^ /^^(t-.fl)^ BvPv{x) (6-4) 

where 

(fi^-*"-*;?)-^ Y-    v-    (V9;«)«T /g\w 7? -TT^g '    jgj-^ y    v    wg;g;«T m 
"   MCog"-*1-*^)-^ ^       .       ^    ^^ 

We now observe that we can use Lemma 5.1 to sum the above expression, yielding 

7?     _TT(bg'/n*n~^g)-n(^~1/Q;g)oo(g'/" + 1^~i;g)oO (Og^g)*-^ p (f5. 

Clearly Bu = 0 when z/n < 0. In the cases when i/n > 0 (i.e., v eV+),it follows after 
some manipulations that 

B = rr (tti"1/a;g)oo(^<"1;q)oo  feU^ftn;g)^-^  (a;g)i/ 
^     fi (^"Va;^ooCW*-1;g)oo hu^n{q^-^q)u_Un    h'v 

Substituting back into (6.4) and using the g-binomial theorem gives the result.       □ 

6.2. 2*2 transformations. Our final application of the theory of Macdonald poly- 
nomials will be to transformation and summation formulas for bilateral 2*2 series. 
We begin with the following important result of Kadell and Kaneko [13, 16, 18] which 
is equivalent to the 1*1 summation theorem given above. 

Theorem 6.2.  Given a partition \eV, let 

Ax(a,b) := C.TAPx(x)f[(xi',q)a(q/xi'Jq)bAk(x)\ 
^ 2=1 J 

where Ak(x) is the Macdonald weight function given in (2.2) with t = qk, k a positive 
integer, and a, b are arbitrary complex numbers. Then 

Ma b) - a(i+*>w fr (g1+a'i-1;g)~(g1+¥-1;g)~   (g-6;^   „x^a ^ k Ax(a,b)-q 11 (,*-i;,)00(gH-+H'-i;g)00   (q^t^q), P"{t X1'1)^- 

We remark that here there is nothing essential about the restriction t = qk in 
Theorem 7.2; the result remains valid for general t provided C.T. is interpreted as an 
appropriate contour integral. 

The connection with the i^i formula is as follows: suppose 
n 

n^5 9)a(q/xi\ q)b = ^2 CA(a'6) iM:r~1) ' (6-5) 
»=i xev 
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It follows from the orthogonality of Macdonald polynomials that c\(a,b) = A\{a^h)/ 
(PA, P\)k with A\(a, b) given as in Theorem 6.2. Now, the transformation xi —> q~u/xi 
certainly doesn't affect the constant term of the expression appearing in Theorem 6.2. 
Thus 

C.T.jpACOnCcTV^ (6.6) 

As above, it follows that if 

(6.7) 
2=1 

then cf^a'tV) = q^A^a'^/iP^P^k. Define 

/(a, 6, a7, &'; u) := C.T.j J]^; q)a(q/xi; q)b(q'u/xi; q)a>(qu+1Xi; q)b> Ak(x)\.   (6.8) 

It follows from (6.5) and (6.7) that 

I(a,b,a',b';u) = ^ cA(a,6)^',*/)(PA,PA}* 

AGP 

fr (g1+a; g)oc(g1+fef-1; g)oo(g1+Q'f-1; g)oo(g1+tV-1; g)oo ^ ^ 

X2*2 
—b      —bf 

Q     i 9 . -6+6'+2+1^5 
gl+ajgl+a'tn-l>« (6.9) 

We now note that there are a couple of values of u for which we can derive an alter- 
native expression for /(a, 6, a', £/; u). 

The case ^ = a — 1. In this case, note that (a;*; g)a(<Za£2; <z)6' = (xi] q)a+b'- Using the 
g-binomial theorem to expand Yli(Q~u/xuQ)af and inserting in (6.8), we have 

■T.lflixf, 
M=l 

q)a+b>{<l/xi',<l)bP\{x  1)Afc(a:) 

-a'   ^-a-6' 

} j        V^    (g   0;g)A   ftt'+i-a)|A| C 

x^ /I'A AeP-t- A 

A(gl+^-l;g)oc(gl+a+i>'f-l;g)oo,1 ..   .. 
"H (g*i-1;g)oo(g1+'1+6+6'*i-1;g)oo u'x;fc2*1 

where we have used (6.6) with u = —1. Comparing (6.10) with the u = a — 1 case 
of (6.9) gives (upon setting oti = g~6, a2 = g~6 , as = g1+a, and #4 = g1+0 ) the 
transformation formula 

\^tn-,    ^+h't5\      (6.10) 

2*2 

TT (g;g)00(Q3^ 1/Q?i;g)oo(Q4^ 1/Q2;g)oo(^3^ 1/^2;g)cx) 

X2*l 
qla±,qOL2loLzm<H  s 

qt""1/^   'a2
r (6.11) 
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Note that when as = qai, the 2^1 appearing in the above equation can be summed 
by the Gauss formula (2.4) yielding the summation formula 

fe qiooiqt*-1; q)o0(qaiti-1/a2] 9)00 (a^"1/"! 5 9)oo 
2*2 

QJi,a2     . JL+8 -n iJi {Qoti; g)oo(a4*i_1; q)oo(qti~1/a2; q)<X)(qp-1lai\ q)^' 
(6.12) 

The case u = —1. Note from the definition (6.8) that 

/(a, 6, a', If; -1) = 7(6', 6, a', a; -1) = /(a, a', 6,6'; -1). 

Taking, for example, the first of these relations, and using the equivalent expressions 
given by (6.9) gives the following transformation formula: 

2^2 -t0 011,062      . 

053, CM*1"1' #1(22 

(<ll<X2\ q)c^(oi3ti-1] q)oo(<X4ti-1/a2i q)oo(<X3ti-1/ai; q)c -n L^ («3; q)oo{qti-l/a2\ q)oo(qti-1/a1a2] q)™^®^-1/^ q)^ 

x 2^2 
q/a2,OLAt

n-1' ax 
(6.13) 

6.3. The q —> I- limit. One of the curious features of the bilateral basic series 2^2 
is that there appears to be no analogue of the Gauss summation for the 2^1 series, 
whereas in the q = 1 case, the bilateral 2#2 series with unit argument indeed can be 
summed [6]. Let us now show that this behavior carries over in the multivariable case. 
We begin by defining the limit as q tends to one from below of the bilateral series 
r#s+i, namely, 

rif« fl+i 
Cb\ . . . , CLr 

b, bi..., b. \z 
Ar(i + fc(i-i))r(fr) 
11   r(6+ *(*-!)) 

(l + fc(n-l))A(ai)A- ■ (Or). 

(6 + *(n-l))A(61)v(6.)Arf 
^PA(x;fc).    (6.14) 

Here P\{x\ k) is the Jack polynomial (normalized so that the coefficient of the mono- 
mial symmetric function m\(x) is unity), the generalized Pochhammer symbols are 
defined by (a)\ := rL(a + &(! — *))Ai with (a)n := a(a + 1) • • • (a + n — 1) being the 
usual Pochhammer symbol, and d'x := Ylse\(a>(a) + 1 + kl(s)) which is the limit as q 
tends to one from below of h'x defined in (2.3). 

It follows from (6.9) that 

lim /(a, 6, a'^b'^u) 

r(l + k{% - l))r(l + a + b + k{i - l))r(l + a7 + y + fc(i - 1)) 
AI r(i + a)r(i + 6 + *(» - i))r(i + v + k(i - i))r(i + a' + Hi -1)) -n 

(fcn)l 

n!(Jb!)B 2H2 
-b, -b' 

1 + a, 1 + a' + k(n - 1) ;i
n 

where we have used the fact that 

r     /i  i\ ! (A;n)! 
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which follows from (1.7). 
The crucial point now is that in the limit q —* 1~, we can combine the quantities a 

and V (respectively, a' and b) in the definition of I(a,b1a
,,b';u) in (6.8), so that 

lim /(a,&,a',&';u) —  lim Ao(a-\- b\af -f b) 
q-*i- q-+i- 

(kn)l  A r(l + k(i - l))r(l + a + a' + b + V + k(i-l)) n n!(fc!)B *A T(l + a + b' + k(i - l))r(l + a' + 6 + fc(t - 1)) 

Prom these two equations, we have the summation formula 

l + o.l + a' + fc^-l)'    _ 

r(l + o)r(l + a + a' + b + b' + k(i-l)) 

2H2 

-n Ll r((l + a + b + k(i- i))r(i + a' + V + k(i - 1)) 

^r r(l + b + k(i - l))r(l + b' + k(i - l))r(l + a' + k(i - 1)) 
x n r(l + a + V + k(i - l))r(l + a' + b + k(i- 1)) 

which certainly reduces to Dougall's result [6] when n = 1. 

(6.15) 

6.4. Bailey's 2*2 transformations. In this final section, we shall derive multivari- 
able analogues of Bailey's general transformations for 2^2 series [3]. First, given a 
general partition A € V, define — XR := (—An, -An_i,..., —Ai). It follows from (4.3) 
(which can easily be seen to hold for all partitions a G V) and (6.1) that 

P.AR^PAO*-
1
), 

It also follows from the definitions that 

for A G V. (6.16) 

(a;q)_xR = (-g/fl)IV(A') (qP-hqi-x* = t(i-n)|A| (g**-1;^ 
(qtn-1/a',q)x 6-A« h'x 

(6.17) 

The proof follows [3]: from the 1*1 summation formula (6.3), it follows that 

1*1 :az 1*1 
ab' •,z 

f* (ct^/b;q)00(c'ti-1/ab'; qUJqt^/b';q^qt^/ab;qU 
LI (qti-i/b; qUiqt^/ab';qUidt^/b';q^ict^/ab;q)^ 

Xltfl 
b' 
,;az 1*1 

ab 
(6.18) 

We now need to compare the constant terms on each side. Certainly, the prod- 
uct Px{z)Plji{z) only has a constant term if // = -A^ and that constant term is 
(P\>-P\)fc/(1> l)fc- If we now use this fact to write down the constant terms in each 
side of (6.18)), using the simplifications (6.17) and changing parameters, we end up 
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with the transformation 

2*2 

163 

,n_l, zi as, ait71 

= TT(«3*
<
 

1M;g)oo(a4ti V^i^ooC^^ ^ 9)00(90:4** 1Ma2«;9)c 

1=1 
(qti-1/ai; q)^^-1] 9)00 (^<"1; 9)00 (^^'"V^i^^; 9)c 

XTT(<*3^ 
l;q)oo{q/cx2!q)oo ^ 

iJi (9^""V^; 9)00(^3; 9)002 

Following [3], we can rewrite this using the identity 

9/^22,9/^3 ;^ 

2*2 
a, 6 

-;« f=i(c;9)oo(9^"1/a;9)oo 
2*2 

q/oL2,qtn 1OL4joLia2z' ai 

qlc,qbn~1/d cd   _1 

qla,qtn-l/VMZ 

which follows from making the substitution A —► — A^ in the definition of the 2*2 
series and simplifying using (6.17). The final result is thus 

2*2 
ai,a2 

as, 0.4$ n-l'i^ n 
i=l 

(oL3t
l 1; 9)00 (^3**    /^i;9)oo(^4*1 1

/OL2\ 9) 

(as; 9)oo(9*i"1/^i; 9)oo(^4^"1; 9)c 

(Q^*; 9)00(90^*   /^i^2^;9)oo 

^A (^-1;9)oo(Q:3^4^"1/^la2^;9)oo n 2*2 
a22,a3tn_1 '    02 

(6.19) 

We remark here that the transformations appearing in previous section (6.11), (6.13) 
are special cases of the transformation (6.19). 
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